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                            Abstract
  For a fiat family of Du Val singularities, we can take a simultaneous resolution

after finite base change. It is an interesting problem to consider this analogy for a

flat family of higher dimensional canonical singularities. In this note, we consider

an existence of simultaneous terminalization for K. Altmann's homogeneous toric

deformation whose central fibre is an aMne Gorenstein toric singularity. We ob-

tain examples that there are no simultaneous terminalization even after finite base

change and give a suMcient condition for an existence of simultaneous terminal-

ization. Some examples of 4-dimensiona} flop are obtained through it.s application.

1 Introduction

For a fiat family of surfaces f : X -År S, it is an interesting problem whether exists a

birational morphism T : X -År X such that

 (1) foT is a flat morphism

 (2) The fibre X, := (f o7)-i(s) (s E S) is the minimal resolution of X,.

If there exists such T, we say f admits a simultaneous resolution. Let f : X --År S

be a flat morphism whose fibres have only Du Val singularities. Then Brieskorn [3, 4]

and Tyurina[7] shows that there exists a finite surjective morphisin S' - S and a flat

morpl}ism f' : X xs S' - S' admits a simultaneous resolution. It is a key fact for

Minimal Model theory. Thus it is natural to consider an analogy for higher dimensional

singularity. According to Miniinal Model theory, it is suitable to consider an existence

of "sirnultaneous terminalization" for a fiat family of higher dimensional singularity.

DEFINITioN. For a flat morphism f : X - S whose fibres are rL-fold (n }i 3),

we say f admits a p simultaneous terminalization if there exists a birational rnorphism
T : XN' - X which satisfies the following conditions:
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 (1) foT is a flat morphism.

 (2) The fibre X, := (fo7)-'(s) (s E S) has only terminal singularity.

 (3) Ky. is 7-nef.

Recently K. Altmann constructs in [1, Definition 3.1] affine toric varieties which are

called "homogeneous toric deformation". This toric varieties can describe rnany flat

families of toric singularities such as versal deformation space of an isolated Gorenstein

toric singularity [2, Theorem 8.1]. In this note, using toric Minimal Model theory, we

investigate the existence of simultaneous terminalization of Gorenstein homogeneous

toric deformation which is a homogeneous toric deformation whose central fibre is an

afine Gorenstein toric variety. Our main results are as follows:

THEoREM 1 TItere exists a Gorenstein homogeneous toric deforrnation whose .tibre is

n-dimensional (n 2 3) and which admits no simultaneous terminalization even after

finite base change.

We consider the condition of an existence of simultaneous terminalization, and obtain

the fol]owing results:

THEoREM 2 A Gorenstein hornoJ(eneous toric deformation f : X -), (eM adn}its a si-

rrtuttaneous ter7ninatization if .\ has a crepant desinoiLtarization.

We introduce the precise definition of K. Altmann's homogeneous toric deformation and

Gorenstein homogeneous toric (leformation in section 2. Theorem 1 and 2 will be proved

in section 3 and 4, respectively. Some examples of 4-dimensional flops are obtained

through its application.

2 Homogeneoustoricdeformation
First we introduce the definition of K .Altmann-n's homogeneous toric deformation.

DEFINITIoN. A flat morphism f : X -År C"i is called a homogeneous toric deforma-

tion if the following conditions are satisfied:

 (1) X :== SpecÅë[aV n M] is an affine toric variety.

 (2) f is defined by m equations such that x'` - afO where r, E aV nM, (O S i S m).

 (3) Let L :== Ol•i.','iZ(r,-ro) be the sublattice of N. The central fibre Y :== f-)(O, • • • , O)

    is isomorphic to SpecÅqC[aV n M] where a = an Li and M := IVf/L.

 (4) i : Y - X sends the closed orbit in Y isomorphically onto the closed orbit in X'.
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In this note, we consider a homogeneous toric deformation with some additional condi-

DEFiNITIoN. We call homogeneous toric deformation f : X --eF C'" as Gorenstein

homogeneous toric deformation if it satisfies the following two conditions:

 (l) Y ls an afuRe Goreiistein singglarity.

 (2) T}ie restrietioi} -ri, (g S i S m) tc Ag detergiiRes K}t.

ExAMpLEs.

 (i) Most plain example is f : C2 (x,y) - Åë(t). In this casa, f is defined by x- iJ : t.

 (2) Let g : ,t' -År S be a versul deformation space of A. singularity. tt can be described

    as follows:

          ,v == xy +z"-Fi -t- tiz'i'i +•••+t.-iz+t. (: (C"+3 -År C"(ti,•••t.).

    Let ai, (O g i S n) be elementary symmetric pelynomia}s on cri+i(so, • • i s.) and

    H a hyperplaite suck t}}at Åíl=g si == g. We take a }Åra$e c}}ai}ge by aKsg,• •• ,sTt) :

    ti : ff - Ci},

                             XXCR ff - X
                                't i"

                                H - cn.
    Then ,V xcn H can be described

                  nn            (xy +H(z -t- si) =: O) A (2 s, = o) c C"+4 (x, y, z, so,••• , s.).

                 i=o i==o
    Let iie := Åí?=esi, ui := si -se, " f{ i Åq- n) and zi := i-t- si. By using thi$

    coerdiRate, we caxx describe

                                n
                X x o, ff == (xy ÅÄ R z, = e) c ÅqC'i -ilh3 (x, ?J , zg, • • - , z. )

                               i=o
    and f = (zi -zo, • • • , xn -xo). Thus f : Xxo H --År N is a Gorenstein homogeneous

    toric deformation.

 (3) Let g : X --År M be a versal deformation space of n--dimensional (n ) 3) isolated

    Gorenstein toric singularity. K. Altmann shows in [2] that for every irreducible

    eompoiient S of M,

                           X=XXs..a M - X
                                'i t9

                                Sred -M
    the pull 1)ack f : X -)F M,,d is a Gorenstein homogeneous toric deformation.
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3 Simultaneous terminalization for Gorenstein ho-

    mogeneous toric deformation

In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 1. Let Y be a hypersurface in a quotient

space such that

         Y = (h:= xi •••xp - xp+i•-•x.+i = O) c (C"+i(xi,•••,x.+i)/G

where G is an abelian group acting on (Cn+i diagonary. We assume that Cn+i/G has

only Gorenstein terminal singularity. Moreover we assume that for every g E G,

                     n+1 p n+1                     Za, s i+max{2 ai, 2 ai}

                     i=1 i=l i=p+1
where ai are characters of the action of g. Then Y has canonical singularity by [6,

Theorem 4.6]. Let X := (h == t) c (C)""/G Å~ C(t) and f : X - C(t) projection.

Then a general fibre of f has only Qfactorial terminal singularities because total space

{C"+i/G Å~ C has only Qfactorial terminal singularities. Suppose that there exists a

simultaneous terminalization after some finite base change. Let (h == tM) c {C"+i/G Å~ {C

be finite base change of X and T : ,V - (h = tM) a simultaneous terminalization. VLJe

consider the following diagram:

             (h=t)ccn+2 Åq- (h=tm)cÅqcn+2 -4- ,vt

                  t l l,       x' -- (h= t) c Cn+i /G Å~c e (h = tm) c Cn+i lG Å~C Åq!L x

where `V' == tV xoz+ilG.c (C"+2. Because general fibres of f : X - (e has only ÅqQI-

factorial terminal singularities, the codimension of exceptional sets of T is greater than

two. Thus T and T' are small birational morphisms. But (h = tM) c Åë'}+2 is hypersurface

singularity whose singular locus has codimension four and thus it is (Q)-factorial, that is

4 SimultaneousminimalmodelofGorensteinhomo--
    geneous toric deformation

THEoREM 3 Let f : X := SpecC[aV n ?Vf] - (CM be a Gorenstein homogeneous toric

deforrnation and T : X -År X a toric Minimal Model ofX. Assume that dimX = n+m.

Then

 (1) foT : g -.År (C'n is a flat rnorphisrn.
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 (2) Kg, is T-nef

 (3) .Xit has only canonical complete intersection singularities in quotient space sitch

    that

               (,Ei - Fo = O) c ([ n+M (xi,-•• ,x.+.)IG, (1 Si Åq- m)

    2vhere G is an abelian group acting on C'i+M diagonary. Åën+MIG has only Goren-

    stein terminal sing2tlarity and Fi are invariant monomials of the action of G. The

    monomials iFi can be written as

                              Pl                       Fo ="xt
                              i;l;+1

                       Fj == IfiI xi isjsm-i
                              z=.p;:1

                       Fm =: Hxt
                              i= pm +1

    where 1Spi Åq p2 Åq•••Åq pm Sn+m•

 (4) If jir is smooth, .51t has only terminal singularities.

REMARK. If dimX = 2+m ( i.e. f is 2-dimensional fibration ), then we (:an write

Fi, (1 SiS m) as

                ,Fi = xi+i (O E{l i s{ m - 1), I7m = xTnxm+i

by changing indices ifnecessary. Because Fi are invariant monomials under the action of

G, the action of each element of g E G is nontrivial only x., x.+i axises. But C2+M/G

has only Gorenstein terminal singularity, the action of G must be trivial. Thus each

fibre of f o r is smooth, and T gives simultaneous resolution.

PRooF oF THEoREM 3. By K. Altmann's [1, Theorem 3.5 , Remark 3.6], we can

state the construction of a as fol}ows:

 (1) a can be written as a = R)oP where P is a (n+m-1)-dimensional polygone such

    that

    P := Conv(U2•.oRixei)
           where Ri Å~ ei = {(xb••• ,x'.-hO,••• ,1,••• ,O) E Rn+Ml(xi,••• ,x.-i) E Ri}

    and Ri, (O S i S m) are integral polytopes in Z"-i.
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 (2) f can be written as (x" - x'O), (1 S i S rn) where ri : NR =: R"+M -)- R is n+i-th

     proJectlon.

Thus, all primitive one dimensional generators of a are contained in the hyperplane

defined by ro+•••+r. : 1. Let 7 :X -År X be a toric minimal model ofX and
a = UaA is a corresponding cone decomposition. Then these cones are satisfies the

following three conditions:

 (1) aA is siinplex.

 (2) Let {ki,•••,k.+.} be one diinensiona} primitive generators of aA. Tlien all ki are

     contained in the hypersurface defined by ro + • • • + r. == 1.

 (3) The polytope
                            n+m n+m
                      AA := 2aiki, Zai S i, a2 O
                            i=o i=o
     contains no lattice points except for its vertices.

Let XA := SpecC[axV n Ail] and h,V- , (1 f{ i E{ n+m) dual vectors of ki. Then XA can be

written as follows:

                        XA {l! (C"+M(xi,•••,xn+m)/G

where xi = xki"' , G :== N/ $?.+.iM Zki and tl}e action of G is diagonary. Because kj• are

contained in the hypersurface defined by ro + •••+ r. = 1 and Åqri, kjÅr }l O (ri E aV),

                      ( [;"I]211la fO"Pb,f,g,i"i+i

where O =po Åqpi Åq p2 Åq•••Åq p. Åq p.+i =n+m. Thus we can write

                                   Pi+1
                             xri m- ll xj.

                                  j=Pi+1

The rnonomials x'i are invariant under the action of G, because ri E aAV fi M. Thus if we

denote Fi = xr`, a proof of theorem (1), (2) and (3) are comp)eted. Finally, we show (4).

Since Xx is sinooth, general fibre of foT is smooth. We study a singularity of central

fibre. Because XA is smooth we may assume ki == ei (1 S i S n+ m) where ei are the

standard basis of Z"+M. Then ri can be written

                        ri = (ePt+1)V + . . . + (epi+i)V.

Thus a generator of the cone of central fibre f o7 can be written

                      eSi + •• • + e`m, pi Åq St Sl Pi+1,
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by the definition of homogeneous toric deformation. So all generators of this cone con-

tains hypercube of Z"+M, hence central fibre has only terminal singularities. []

A toric minimal model of X is not unique, and which can be joined by Hop each other.

We can obtain some examples of 4-dimensional flop through its application.

   ExAMpLE. There is a 4-dimensional fiop which satisfy the following diagram:

                    P(1,a, b) c Z - - P(1, a, b) c Z'

                        ip "y /ip'
                                  I•V

where ip(P(1,a,b))= ip'(P(1,a,b)) =pt.

REMARK. In the casea =b= 1, it is known as "Mukai transformhtion".

CoNsTRucTIoN oF ExAMpLE. Let a be 3-dimensional cone whose primitive gen-

erators are

    a = Åq(1, O, 1), (O, 1, 1), (-a, -b, 1), (1, 1, 1), (-a, 1 - b, 1), (1 - a, -b, 1)År c R3 .

We consider a deformation of toric singularity Y :== Spec(C[a n M]. The polytope

(2 := bn{(x,y,z) E R3lz = 1} has Minkowski decomposition such that Ro + Ri + R2

where

        Ro == Åq(1, o), (o, o)År, Ro = Åq(o, 1), (o, o)År, Ro == Åq(-a, -b), (o, o)År.

Thus the corresponding toric homogeneous deformation space of Y is a toric variety

X : = SpecC[a n M] where

                        a := RÅro Åqeh e2, e3, e4, es, e6År,

          ei :== (1,O,1,O,O), e2 := (O,O,1,O,O), e3 := (O,l,O,1,O)
          e4 := (O, O, O, 1, O), es :== (- a, -b, O, O, 1), e6 := (O, O, O, O, 1).

We construct two different crepant resolutions of X. Because aei - ae2 + be3 - be4 +

es - e6 = O, by Reid[5, Lemrna 3.2], there are two cone decompositions of a sllch that

            a = Åqe2, e4, e6) el, e3År U Åqe2, e47 e6, e37 e5År U Åqe2) e4 , e6, e5) elÅr

and
            a = Åqel, e3, e5) e2, e4År U Åqel, e3; e5} e4; e6År U Åqeli e3) e5) e67 e2År•

Let Z and Z+ be the toric varieties corresponding to above cone decompositions. Then

the exceptional sets of ip : Z -År X and ip+ : Z+ - X are isomorphic to P(1,a, b) and

ip(P(1,a, b)) = ip'(P(1,a, b)) = pt. There is a diagram

                           24x '; z'+

                          fl J if'
                          c2 = c2 = c2.
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Then the exceptional set of ip and ip+ are contained in a fibre of f and f+ respectively,

since ip(P(1,a, b)) = ip'(P(1,a, b)) = pt. Let 2 : C -)h ÅqC2 be. the diagonal map. We define

Z, Z+ and W the p"ll back by z ofZ- ÅqC2, Z+ - Åë2 and .\ -År C2 respectively. rm
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